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design

handmade 
by us

FREZOLI



FREZOLI LIGHTING
Frezoli Lighting is a Dutch family 
business with over 30 years of 
knowledge and experience.  
In 1990 we started as TierlanTijn 
Lighting with small scale 
production of our own designed 
lighting. Over the years we have 
become a company with clients 
worldwide. We have stayed true 
to our roots by still designing 
our own collections and largely 
producing them ourselves.

The new collection is based on 
natural organic shapes inspired  
by the nature around us.

NEW
PIANA BLACK 

 art.no. L.319



NEW PIANA BLACK 
art.no. L.319 Floor lamp

art.no. L.320 Table lamp

NEW INTORN 
BLACK 
art.no. L.323

Various lamps 
now available  
in black



STRETTO
art.no. L.343

APRIRO
art.no. L.344

PARETO
art.no. L.340



FLUENTE 
art.no. L.346 (18 cm)

art.no. L.336 (38 cm)

art.no. L.349 (48 cm)
Now available  
in 3 sizes

Integrated warm colored dimmable led



NEW DIABLE BLACK
art.no. L.330 Table lamp

art.no. L.332 Floor lamp 
NAAM LAMPPLIZ
art.no. L.214



Small round Ø 18cm

Pebble 8 pcs. art.no L.335.9.600

Integrated warm colored dimmable led

PEBBLE DARK BRASS



COLLECTION OF 
CERAMIC JUG LAMPS

The pottery jars that we design 
for the jug lamps are handmade 
in a traditional way on a potter’s 
wheel. The lamp bases are baked 
in an oven and then coated in  
our own workshop to give them 
their weathered and special look.

TONONO
art.no. L.639

STRADO L
art.no. L.634



NAAM LAMP

LAMP SHADES

Not only our lighting but 
also the lamp shades  
are entirely made by 
hand in the Netherlands. 
These shades are 
finished with beautiful, 
specially selected fabrics. 
You can find examples  
of this with many of  
our dealers.

PIZZOLI
art.no. L.638
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TULIPI
art.no. L.341


